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ABSTRACT 
Thermoelectric (TE) materials are semiconductors that can directly convert between the 
flow of thermal energy and the flow of electrical energy. This technology can be used for 
generation of electricity and for heating or refrigeration. Application of this technology includes 
recovering energy from waste heat, powering satellite systems in space, and providing thermal 
management. 
In this study, a second-order accurate hybrid implicit-explicit finite-volume method algo-
rithm and computer code was developed to analyze the energy and the electric current flow 
equations that govern the three-dimensional temperature and electric potential distributions 
in a TE couple with temperature dependent material properties. The TE couple consists of 
the p and n TE legs with square cross sections that are connected by nickel plates to conduct 
electricity and are clad by thermally conducting but electrically non-conducting plates that 
separate the TE material from the hot and the cold temperature sources. For this TE couple, 
the region between the p and n TE legs can be filled with an inert gas or an insulating material. 
In the analysis, the thermal and electrical contact resistances at junctions where dissimilar ma-
terials meet are accounted for. For this TE couple, effects of the following parameters were 
investigated: (1) specified temperature at the hot and cold sources (2) insulation material 
with thermal conductivities of 1, 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001 mwK, (3) inert gas with effective heat 
transfer coefficients of 0, 100, and 200 mrK, ( 4) thermal and electrical contact resistances, and 
(5) imposed electric potential difference across the TE couple. A grid sensitivity study was 
performed to ensure that the results obtained are grid independent. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 History 
The concept of thermoelectricity can be attributed to a discovery made by two early 19th 
century scientists, Thomas Seebeck and Jean Peltier. Seebeck determined that a temperature 
gradient across the junctions of two dissimilar conductors produces an electric current [l J. This 
phenomenon is known as the Seebeck effect. Conversely, Peltier showed that the flow electric 
current through two dissimilar conductors creates a temperature gradient across the junctions 
of the two conductors [1]. This behavior is known as the Peltier effect. Although these dis-
coveries took place nearly 200 years ago, thermoelectricity was not feasible because until only 
recently semiconductor technology was in its infancy. Now with the advent of efficient semicon-
ducting materials due to technological advances at the subatomic level, thermoelectricity has 
become practical, and thermoelectric (TE) generators, as well as TE cooling/heating devices 
are now in use. This study develops a computational tool to examine the full 3D thermal and 
electrical behavior of the TE couple as utilized for TE power generation. 
1.2 Background 
A TE module, as shown in Figs.(1.2(a)),(1.l(b)), is comprised of TE couples, as shown 
in Fig.(1.l(a)), that are connected electrically in series. The p and n labels denote p-type 
and n-type semiconducting materials, respectively [1]. Such materials must be dissimilar for 
an electric current to arise, and in general, will have different cross-sectional areas for ef-
ficiency [5]. The TE legs are connected together with metal plates that are good thermal 
and electrical conductors. The heat-exchanger is connected to the TE module with metal 
cladding that is a good thermal conductor, but a poor electrical conductor. This is an obvi-
2 
ous requirement so that no electric current is lost to the heat exchanger. The cavity between 
the thermoelectric legs can be filled with an inert gas, or insulating material for efficiency. 
A temperature difference is maintained across the TE module by means of alternating chan-
Released Released Role~ Released Relea.ed Rele~ Rele~ Rele~ 
Heat Heat Hut Hut Hut Hut Hut Hut 
Absorbed Absorbed D~~ D~~ D~~D~~ M~~~~~ 
Heat Hoot Heat Heat Heat Heat Heat Heal 
(a) TE couple (b) TE couples connected in series 
Figure 1.1 Schematic of single TE couple, and multiple TE couples con-
nected in series; taken from [2] 
nels of cold and hot fluid flowing in opposite directions for efficient thermal energy utilization. 
A TE generator is made up of TE modules, and is shown in Fig.(1.2(b)). The channels of fluid 
can give rise to temperature differences on the order of hundreds of degrees Kelvin, which can 
be used to generate kilowatts of electrical power. 
cold side 
(a) TE module (b) TE generator 
Figure 1.2 Schematic of single TE module, and TE generator; taken from 
[1] and Shih, respectively 
There are many advantages to using TE modules over conventional power generation util-
ities. Since TE modules have no moving parts, they are reliable and require minimal main-
3 
tenance. They also require no chemicals or chlorofluorocarbons. In addition, their compact, 
lightweight design makes them ideal for applications involving size or weight restrictions. 
1.3 Present Study 
Most studies in this area assume the temperature and electric potential distributions in a 
thermoelectric leg to be one-dimensional [3],[4] . In this study, no such simplifications are made 
about the temperature and electric potential distributions. A technique is presented which 
allows for full 3D variation of temperature and electric potential in a thermoelectric couple 
[5]. In addition, thermal and electrical contact resistances between materials are accounted 
for , and the effect of adding insulating material in the TE cavity is studied. Two different 
configurations are considered; 1) single n-type leg exposed to cavity convection/ radiation, 2) 
Full TE couple either fully insulated or exposed to cavity convection/radiation with thermal 
and electrical contact resistances between materials. 
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CHAPTER 2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
The TE couple consists of 10 mm long p- and n-type legs with 5 mm x 5 mm square cross-
sections. The overall dimensioning of the TE couple is illustrated in Figs.(2.l(a))-(2.l(b)). 
The channels of cold and hot fluid act as a heat source/sink as can be seen in the TE module 
• I mm T= 
t 
I I _t 
I mm 
T 
I I 
l()mm 
_I 1 
Imm 
T 
I I 
I I I I x L, • I smm 1· - l()mm -
-• Imm 
•1 5 mm ~ T 
- IOmm - XLY 
25mm 
--j 5 mm J-- --1 5 mm r-
1 15mm---
(a) x-y view (b) x-z view 
Figure 2.1 Dimensioned drawings of geometry for full TE couple 
illustrated in Fig.(2.2(a)) . For this analysis, a single TE couple, as shown in Fig.(2.2(b)), is 
considered. Surface temperatures are imposed on the hot and cold sides due to the channels 
of fluid. Since the resulting electric potential distribution is not known a priori, a variety of 
electric potential differences are imposed across the couple. The result ing thermal and electrical 
behavior throughout the TE couple is studied. 
5 
cold fluid: Tc. he Tc,s 
LS\.SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS5SSSSS1 
cold 
x 
hot L, 
cold IN 
' ' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''"' ''''''''''''''', 
(a) TE module (b) TE couple 
Figure 2.2 Schematic of TE module and TE couple used in analysis 
2.1 Single leg 
A single n-type TE leg is considered, to later compare with results from full TE couple to 
determine if a single leg is enough to represent the full underlying physics of the problem. The 
temperature (Tc,TH) and electric potential 
(Vi N, Vour) are imposed on the ends of the 
n leg, as shown in Fig.(2.1) . The single leg 
is taken to be in the presence of an inert gas, 
and treated accordingly as described later on. 
Thermal and electrical contact resistances are 
not accounted for in this case. 
The parametric study of the single leg is 
summarized in Tables(2.1)-(2.2) . The effec- Tc 
tive heat transfer coefficient of the inert gas 
in the cavity is varied in the presence of two 
x 
different imposed electric potential differences Figure 2.3 Schematic of single leg 
across the leg. The temperatures at the hot 
and cold ends of the leg are 900 K and 300 K, respectively. 
6 
Table 2.1 Summary of cases simulated for single n-type leg with varying effective 
heat transfer coefficient 
I Case No. II h ( J"K) I Vin (volts) I V0 ut( volts ) J 
a 0 0.1 0 
b 100 0.1 0 
c 200 0.1 0 
d 0 0 0.1 
e 100 0 0.1 
f 200 0 0.1 
Table 2.2 Summary of cases simulated for single n-type leg with varying voltage 
at electric current inflow station with current at electric current outflow 
fixed to 0 volts 
I Case No. II Vin (volts) I 
g 0.3 
h 0.2 
i 0.1 
j 0 
k -0.1 
1 -0.2 
m -0.3 
n -0.4 
0 -0.5 
p -0.6 
2.2 Full TE couple 
A full TE couple in the presence of an inert gas or fully insulated, and with or without 
thermal and electrical contact resistances is considered. A schematic illustrating the problem 
is shown in Figs.(2.4(a))-(2.4(b)). Temperatures are imposed on the surfaces of cladding in 
contact with the hot and cold channels of fluid, and electric potential is specified at electric 
current inflow and outflow stations. It is apparent in Fig.(2.l(b)) that there is space in front 
and behind the TE couple that must also be insulated; thus, there is also insulation in front of, 
and behind the couple shown in Fig.(2.4(b)), which cannot be seen. As mentioned, thermal and 
electrical contact resistances are also considered, and are dependent on the types of materials 
in contact. 
7 
x 
r_y 
(a) In presence of inert gas (b) Fully insulated 
Figure 2.4 Schematic of full TE couple including t hermal and electrical 
contact resistances used in analysis 
The parametric study of t he full TE couple is summarized in Table(2.3). The effective heat 
transfer coefficient of the inert gas in t he cavity is varied, with and without contact resistances 
for Cases 1-6, and the thermal conductivity of t he insulation material is varied , with and 
without contact resistances for Cases 7-14. T he temperatures at the hot and cold sides of t he 
couple are 900 K and 300 K, respectively. 
Table 2.3 Summary of cases simulated for full TE couple with imposed voltage 
drop across couple of 0 .3 volts in direction of electric current flow 
Case No. h (mf.K) tb (mwK) R f: ( \~'2 ) R~ (O · m2 ) 
1 0 NA NA NA 
2 0 NA 10- 4 10-9 
3 100 NA NA NA 
4 100 NA 10- 4 10- 9 
5 200 NA NA NA 
6 200 NA 10- 4 10- 9 
7 NA 1.0 NA NA 
8 NA 1.0 10- 4 10- 9 
9 NA 0.1 NA NA 
10 NA 0.1 10- 4 10- 9 
11 NA 0.01 NA NA 
12 NA 0.01 10- 4 10- 9 
13 NA 0.001 NA NA 
14 NA 0.001 10-4 10- 9 
8 
The t hermal and electrical conductivities, absolute Seebeck coefficient, and TE figure of 
merit for then-type TE leg are functions of temperature only and are given by Figs.(2.5)-(2.6). 
TEP = -297.7 + LllS~T- 0.0061604•T + 6 .• 013xlO-"•T' - 2.1847110 ... '.f' 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-100 
2000 
-150 
I 1500 -200 
>. 
-~ ~ "il 
-250 
.ij ~ = 1000 0 B 0 
Oi 
-300 
<> 
"{j 
. 
Iii 500 
-350 
200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 
Temperalnre (K) 
Figure 2.5 Electrical conductivity and absolute Seebeck coefficient for n-
type leg; courtesy of Tim Hogan at Michigan State University 
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q 2 
i 1.8 
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~ 1.6 ~ ::J 
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8 
a; 1.4 
~ 
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I-' 12 
0.5 
1<= 0.239U + 609.9~•(111)-8333*(1/T') 
0.8 0 
200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 
T enperalu-e (IQ 
Figure 2.6 Thermal conductivity and TE figure of merit for n-type leg; 
courtesy of Tim Hogan at Michigan State University 
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CHAPTER 3. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The equations governing temperature and electric potential in TE materials are the en-
ergy equation and the electric current flow equation given in [6]-[9] . Under steady operating 
conditions, in the absence of an applied magnetic field, and assuming no spatial variation in 
chemical potential and electrical charge of charge carriers, the equations are written as follows: 
where 
\7 · (~VT) + pJ2 - T J · [~~VT + (V S)y] = 0 
V · f=O 
J = -er (VV + SVT) 
if' = ST]- ~VT 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
The parameters er, S, ~, and p in Eqs.(3.1)-(3.4) all vary with temperature according to 
Eqs.(3.5a)-(3.7), where Eq. (3.5a) and Eq.(3.5b) denote the absolute Seebeck coefficient for 
the n-type leg and p-type leg respectively. Eqs.(3.6)-(3.7) are valid for both n- and p-type legs. 
The thermal and electrical conductivities for all conducting materials are taken as 100 and 
10, respectively, times those present in TE materials at the same temperature. It is evident 
that the absolute Seebeck coefficient vanishes for all materials not possessing t hermoelectric 
properties. 
µV (3.5a) K s = -297.7 + I.855T- o.oo61604T
2 + 6.40131. 10- 6T 3 - 2.1847. 10-9T4 
µV (3.5b) K s = 297.7 - l.855T + o.0061604T
2 
- 6.40131. 10- 6T 3 + 2.1847 . 10- 9T 4 
er = 116.83 + 13561e- ·0068336T s (3.6) 
cm 
10 
K, = 0.23912 + 609.95 - 838.3 w 
T T 2 m·K 
(3.7) 
Eqs.(3.1)-(3.2) are a coupled set of partial differential equations that is second order in 
both temperature end electric potential. The boundary conditions (BCs) for temperature and 
electric potential will now be discussed. At all surfaces exposed to gas, either heat flux or heat 
transfer coefficient must be specified via Eqs.(3 .8) . 
if'= if}; (3.8a) 
-II -II -II 
q = qconvection + qradiation (3.8b) 
<konvection = h (Ts - Too) (3.8c) 
if:.adiation = w'T~ + (1 - ltop) Gs~ hrad (Ts - Too) (3.8d) 
This analysis does not take into account gas radiation, which is adequate unless there is 
carbon dioxide or water vapor present. It should also be noted that convection and radiation 
is not actually being modeled here, rather, a computational tool is developed that allows a 
user to readily implement a model of convection and radiation. A computational study of the 
fluid flow in the cavity by Shih et al has shown that Eqs.(3.8) give a reasonable representation 
of the heat flux at surfaces bounding the cavity. At all surfaces exposed to gas, the electric 
current cannot flow through the surface; i.e. , 
f-n=O (3.9) 
At all electric current inflow or outflow stations, either electric potential or electric current is 
specified; i.e., 
V = Vspeci fied (3.lOa) 
j = fsp eci fi ed (3.lOb) 
It should be noted that electric potential must be specified on at least one of the aforementioned 
stations. If this requirement is not satisfied, non-unique solutions may result. The above 
boundary conditions are utilized for each case studied. The following BCs must be treated 
separately for each case. 
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3.1 Single Leg 
At all surfaces connected to conducting plates for the single leg analysis, either temperature 
or heat flux must be specified as follows: 
'I' == 'l'specified (3.lla) 
-(/ -(/ 
q == qspecified (3.llb) 
3.2 Full TE Couple 
At all surfaces connected to the cladding for the full TE couple analysis, either temperature 
or heat flux must be specified via Eqs. (3.11). In addition, at all stations where dissimilar 
materials meet , thermal and electrical contact resistances must be accounted for. This is 
accomplished by Eqs.(3.12)-(3.13) which enforces a heat flux balance and an electric current 
balance across the contact resistance, where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote stations on either 
side of the contact resistance. The subscript c denotes the contact resistance. A more thorough 
· explanation of these conditions will be given later on. 
q" == - h; 1 ( a'l'1 ) == - K;2 ( 8'1'2 ) 
ax c ax c 
(3.12) 
J J Vc,l - Vc,2 i== 2== R~ (3.13) 
At all insulated surfaces that are not connected to cladding, a symmetry BC is imposed as 
follows: 
(3.14) 
where ~ is a direction normal to the surface. 
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CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL METHOD OF SOLUTION 
An analytical solution to Eqs.(3.1)-(3.2) may be difficult , if not impossible to obtain given 
the inherent complexity of this coupled set of PDEs along with boundary conditions which 
may promote extremely high gradient regions near boundaries. Fortunately, there exist a 
plethora of numerical techniques for use in approximating solutions to these equations [10], [11]. 
An efficient, multi-block, finite-volume (FV) method, modified from [5], is presented in this 
chapter. 
Upon applying an FV method directly to Eqs.(3.1)-(3.2) , a system of nonlinear algebraic 
equations results. Although such a system can be solved in an iterative fashion via Newton-
Raphson or the like, it should be noted that this necessitates a sufficient initialization of the 
dependent variable space [12]; a difficult task. This situation can be avoided altogether if 
instead, the equations are cast in unsteady form as follows: 
1 ar 2 - [as J IT at = V · (r;,VT) + pJ - T J · aT VT+ (V S)r 
1 av -
--=-V·J 
'YV at 
( 4.1) 
(4.2) 
where t denotes time, or pseudo time. Since time-accurate solutions are not of interest in this 
study, /T and 'YV take on any value to promote rapid convergence. It should be noted that 
the mathematical character of these equations has been converted from elliptic to parabolic, 
where the negative sign now appearing in Eq.(4.2) is a necessary condition for well posed 
parabolic PDEs. If we apply an FV method to Eqs.(4.1)-(4.2), the dependent variable space 
can be initialized from physical considerations. The solution is then advanced in time until 
convergence to a steady-state is reached when the time-derivative terms vanish. It is evident 
that the equations revert back to their original character when steady-state is reached. 
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There are a wide variety of time and space discretization techniques available for solution 
of Eqs.(4.1)-(4.2) . Explicit methods in which time derivatives are approximated by single- or 
multi-stage Runge-Kutta and/or Adams-Bashforth methods [13] can be easiest to implement 
but are conditionally stable. For greater efficiency, a method is sought in which the stability 
criteria is least stringent. An explicit solution of the energy equation does not necessitate 
overly small time-step sizes, however, such a solution of the electric current equations requires 
prohibitively small time-step sizes. Since t he two equations are coupled, the smaller time step 
size required by Eq. ( 4.2) must be used to ensure stability, and thus results in inefficiency. 
Implicit methods, although more difficult to implement, are generally unconditionally stable 
and hence are not hindered by strict time-step requirements. For this reason, implicit methods 
converge more rapidly than explicit methods. In this study, a hybrid technique is employed in 
which Eq.(4.1) is solved explicitly, while Eq.(4.2) is solved implicitly. This allows t he maximum 
time-step size to be determined solely by the explicit method applied to Eq.(4.1) . 
4.1 Discretization of Domain 
In this study, a multi-block method is employed in which the simplest geometry consisting 
of rectangular blocks is selected. Each block is divided into (IL - 1) ( J L - 1) (KL - 1) identical 
cells, where IL, JL and KL are integers which determine the number and shape of cells in the 
domain. It should be noted that IL, JL, and KL are generally different for each block. The 
cell centers for each block are calculated as follows: 
x· = (i - ~) b.x I 2 l b.x = Lx 2 IL IL - 1 ' i = 1, ' ... , - 1 ( 4.3a) 
Yj = (j - ~) b.y, Ly b.y= JL - l ' j=l,2, .. . , JL-l ( 4.3b) 
Zk = ( k - ~) b.z, b.z = L z k KL-l ' = l,2, .. . ,KL-l (4.3c) 
With the above discretization, the cell volumes are easily obtained by Eq.( 4.4), and the cell 
face areas are calculated via Eqs.(4.5). 
vi,j,k = b.xb.yb.z (4.4) 
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A . . 1 k = A. ·+1 k = ~x~z i ,J-2 , i,J 2' 
A. . k 1 = A. · k+1 = ~x~y i ,J, - 2 i,J, 2 
4.1.1 Single Leg 
The analysis of a single leg involves a single block discretized as shown below. 
y 
z...-l.x 
(a) Leg of TE material (b) Leg divided into cells 
Figure 4.1 Discretized domain for single leg 
4.1.2 Full TE Couple 
( 4.5a) 
(4.5b) 
(4.5c) 
The domain for the full TE couple is discretized for two different situations as follows. 
4.1.2.1 Exposed to Gas 
The analysis of a full TE couple in t he presence of a gas involves 11 different blocks that 
are discretized as shown in Figs.(4.2)-(4.3). 
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x 
Y_J_z 
Figure 4.2 Domain for full TE couple exposed to inert gas 
Figure 4.3 Domain for full TE couple exposed to inert gas divided into cells 
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4.I.2.2 Fully Insulated 
The domain for the fully insulated TE couple consists of 23 different blocks that are dis-
cretized as shown in Figs.(4.4)-(4.5). A layer of blocks has been removed in Fig.(4.5) so the TE couple can be seen . 
x 
y _Ji_z: 
Figure 4.4 Domain for fully insulated TE couple 
Figure 4.5 Domain for fully insulated TE couple divided into cells 
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4.2 Discretization of PDES 
With a discrete model of the geometry at hand, the governing equations can be replaced 
by algebraic equations. For an FV method, this process begins by integrating the governing 
equations, namely Eq.(4.1)-(4.2), over each computational cell as follows: 
J { 1 aT 2 - [as J} IT at - V · ( K, VT) - pJ + T J · aT VT + (V S)T dv = O (4.6) 
Vi ,j ,k 
- -- + V · J dv = 0 J [ 1 av -J IV at (4.7) 
Vi,j,k 
Since there is no grid adaptation taking place, the cells do not deform in time. It is thus evident 
that the time derivative terms in Eqs.( 4.6)-( 4. 7) can be taken outside the integrals yielding: 
v· · k (aT) j 
--3:.d..:_ -a =(7v)i k+ V·(K,VT)dv 
IT t .. k ,J, t,J, 
Vi ,j, k 
v · ' k (av) t,J, 
IV at i,j,k J V · fdv 
- 1 J Ti,j,k = -- Tdv 
Vi ,j,k 
Vi,j,k 
- 1 J V· ·k = -- Vdv i,J, v· . i ,J,k 
Vi,j,k 
- 1 J f · k = - f (T V) dv i,J , v· . k ' t,J, 
Vi,j,k 
f (T, V) = pJ2 - T J · [ ( ~~) VT+ (V S)r] 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.lOa) 
(4.lOb) 
(4.lOc) 
(4.11) 
where the barred quantities are cell averaged quantities, and the subscripts and superscripts 
denote the location of a particular cell center ( i,j, k), and the time level ( n or n + 1) , respec-
tively. The volume integrals in Eqs.( 4.8)-( 4.9) involving divergence can be converted to surface 
integrals by means of Gauss' divergence theorem. The equations then become: 
vi,j,k (aaT) = (fv) . . k + j (K,VT). ndA 
IT t i ,J, 
( 4.12) 
av 
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vi,j,k (av) = -j J . ndA 
'YV ot · k i,J, av 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
Since the computational grid is comprised of hexagonal cells, and the cell-face normal vectors 
are co-linear with the coordinate basis directions x, y, and z, the equations are simplified such 
that fluxes are summed over the six faces of each cell, giving rise to the following: 
( -) (face6 ) Vi ,j,k BT - -- A 
-- ~ = (fv) .. k + ~ K.'\lT·n f ace 
'YT ut i,J, L__, facel . . k 
t,J , 
(4.15) 
( -) (face6 ) v i,j,k av _ ~ -1 A 
-- -- - - L__, . nface 
"(V 0t · · i,J,k facel .. i,J,k 
(4.16) 
where 
(
face6 ) L K.'\lT · fiface 
facel i,j ,k 
([ff ) ([ff ) ([ff ) K.-A - K. - A + K.-A 
ax i+1,j ,k ax i- 1,j,k ay i,j+1 ,k 
( 4.17) 
- K.-A + K.-A - K.-A ([ff ) ([ff ) (-or ) 
ay i,j- 1,k a z i,j,k+1 a z i,j ,k-1 
and 
(
face6 ) L ] · fiJace = (JxA) ·+l k - (JxA) _ l · k + (JyA) · ·+ l k 
t 2 ,J , t 2,J, t,J 2' 
facel i,j ,k 
(4.18) 
- (JyA) . ·_1 k + (JzA) . . k+l - (JzA) . . k-l t,J 2 l 2,J, 2 t,J, 2 
where 
[av aT] ]</> = -(}' 8¢ + s 8¢ ' </; = x, y , z (4.19) 
All derivatives appearing in the flux terms are represented by 2nd order accurate central dif-
ferences. The fluxes in the x, y, and z directions are given as follows: 
( oT) T · i ·k-T· ·k K.-A = (h:A). 1 . i+ ,J, i,J, 
ox . 1 . i+2 ,J ,k .6.x 
i+2 ,J ,k 
(4.20a) 
( K, BT A) = (h:A). i . 1\,j ,k - Ti- 1,j ,k 
ox . 1 . i-2,J,k .6.x 
i - 2,J,k 
(4.20b) 
( 4.20c) 
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( BT ) T· ·k-Y. · lk K,-A = (K;A). . i 2,J , 2,J- ' [)y . . 1 2,J - 2 ,k 6.y 
2,J-2 ,k 
(4.20d) 
( BT ) T · k 1 - T· · k K,-A = (K;A). . i 2,J , + 2,J , [)z . . i i ,J,k+2 6.z 
i ,J,k+2 
( 4.20e) 
( BT) T·k-T·k 1 K,-A = (K;A). . i 2,J , i,J, -[)z . . i 2,J ,k- 2 6.z 
2,J,k - 2 
( 4.20f) 
(]xA). i . = - (a A) . i . i+ ,J, i,J , + S. i . 2+ ,J, i,J, [ V- 1 · k - V- · k T· 1 · k - T · k] 
2+ 2 ,J,k i+ 2 ,J,k 6.x 2+ 2 ,J ,k 6.x ( 4.2la) 
(] xA). 1 . = _(a A). 1 . [Vi ,j,k - Vi-1,j,k + S 1 . I\ ,j ,k - Ti - l ,j,k] i- 2 ,J,k i- 2 ,J,k 6.x i- 2,J,k 6.x (4.21b) 
(]A) . . i = - (aA) . . l 2,J+ , i ,J, + s .. l 2,J+, 2,J, [ V- · 1k-V· ·k T· · 1k-T· ·k] 
y i,J+2,k i ,J+2,k 6.y i,J+2,k 6.y (4.21c) 
(] A) . . 1 =_(a A) . . 1 [Vi,j,k - Vi,j-1,k + S . 1 Ti,j,k - Ti ,j-l ,k] 
y 2,J-2,k i,J-2,k 6.y i,J-2,k 6.y ( 4.21d) 
(]zA).. i = -(aA).. i 2,J, + 2,J, + S.. i 2,J , + i,J, [ V- · k 1 - V- · k T· · k 1 - T · k] 
2,J ,k+ 2 2,J,k+ 2 6.z 2,J,k+ 2 6.z ( 4.2le) 
(]zA).. 1 =_(a A).. 1 [Vi,j,k - Vi ,j,k-1 + s.. 1 Ti ,j,k -Ti,j,k-1] i,J ,k- 2 2,J ,k- 2 6.z i ,J,k- 2 6.z ( 4.21f) 
The material properties at cell faces are reconstructed using simple averages across each face 
via: 
( 4.22) 
Derivatives of the dependent variables in the x, y and z directions appearing in the source 
terms are given by Eqs.(4.23). 
<I>. l · k-<I>. l·k 2+2 ,J, i-2,J, 
6.x ( ~=) i ,j,k <I> ·±1 . k + <I> .. k <I>. . - 'l ,], i ,J , i±l,J ,k - 2 ( 4.23a) 
( [)<J> ) <I> . . 1 k - <I> . . 1 k - = 2,J+2 , i ,J-2, 
[)y .. k 6.y ' 
'l,J, 
<I>· ·±1 k +<I>· . k <I> . . - i ,J , 2,J , 
i,J±l,k - 2 ( 4.23b) 
(J> . . k I - (J> . . k I 2,J, +2 2,J, -2 
6.z 
<I> .. k±l + <I> .. k <I>. . - t ,J, i ,J , 
i,J,k±l - 2 (4.23c) 
<I>= T, V ( 4.23d) 
For all cell faces that are on the boundary of a particular block of the domain, or at an 
interface between blocks, the appropriate BC from Eqs.(3.8)-(3.14) must be enforced. The 
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time derivative in the energy equation is represented by the Euler explicit method, which is 1st 
order accurate in time and conditionally stable. Since an unsteady solution is not of interest 
here, a single-stage time-difference formula is issued. Eq.(4.15) thus becomes: 
(
face6 ) n 
=+l = -::n 1rtlt -- A 
Ti 1· k =Ti 1· k + /rtlt (Ji 1· k) + -- "'"""' K,\!T · nface 
' ' ' ' ') Vi 'k L 
•1• facel .. i ,1,k 
( 4.24) 
where the n and n+l superscripts denote information at the nth and (n + l)st time level, 
respectively. Eq.(4.24) is the final algebraic form for the energy equation, and it is valid for all 
interior cell faces. To be consistent, this equation is rewritten such that it remains valid at all 
cell faces, including boundary cell faces, as follows: 
=+1 = (-::n ) 1rtlt T-·k=T··k+1rtlt f··k +--i,1, i ,1, i ,1, v· . i,1,k (
face6 ) n 
"'"""' -II A L -q · nface 
facel i ,j,k 
(4.25) 
The heat flux in Eq.(4.25) is evaluated as in Eq.(4.24) for all cell faces that are not exposed 
to gas, whereas for cell faces that are exposed to gas, it is evaluated via Eqs.(3.8). The time 
derivative term in the electric current equation is represented by the Euler implicit method, 
which is 1st order accurate in time and generally unconditionally stable, unlike the Euler 
explicit method. Again, a single-stage time-difference formula is employed yielding: 
(
face6 ) n+l 
=+l = 1vtlt - A 
vi . k =vi . k - -- "'"""' J. nface 
,], ,], Vi . k L 
,J, facel .. 
i,J,k 
( 4.26) 
It is evident that the right-hand side of Eq.(4.26) necessitates knowledge of derivatives of 
dependent variables at the (n + l)st time level, where they have not yet been determined. The 
temperature at the (n+l)st time level can be obtained from Eq.(4.25), but the electric potential 
requires solution of a linear system of equations of order (IL- l)(J L- l)(K L- l). The number 
of required operations for this solution can be markedly reduced if an approximate factorization 
(AF) method [14],[15] is employed. To apply the AF method, Eq.(4.26) is rewritten with 
the fluxes, given by Eq. ( 4.21), substituted in. It is much less cumbersome to represent the 
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derivative terms using a common short-hand notation in the following manner: 
=+l = "fvb..t { [ (- )n+l (- )n+l ] =+l Vijk = Vijk- -- - CTA5x +l .k + CTA5x ._ 1 .k Vi,j ,k 
' ' ' ' Vi,j,k t 2 ,J, i 2 ,J, 
+ [- (aA5yr++\ k + (aA5yr+~1 k] V:7~ t,J 2' t,J 2' ' ' 
+ [- (aA5zt+k1+1 + (aAJzt+ki _1] V:7,~ t,J, 2 t,J, 2 ' ( 4.27) 
[ (- )n+l (- )n+l ] =n+l + - CTSA5x ·+1 . k + CTSA5x _1 . k Ti 3· k i 2 ,], t 2 ,J, ' ' 
[ (- )n+l (- )n+l ] =n+l + - CTSA5y . ·+l k + CTSA5y . ·_1 k Ti 3· k t,J 2' t,J 2 l ) ) 
[ (- )n+l (- )n+l ] =n+l} + - CTSA5z .. k+l + CTSA5z .. k- l Ti 3· k t,J, 2 t,J, 2 ' ) 
It is apparent that the bracketed terms in Eq. ( 4.27) represent operations in each spatial direc-
tion. This equation can be abbreviated further if some convenient substitutions are utilized. 
v,i+1 - vi. 
i,J,k - i,J,k 
"fvb..t [( )=+l ( / / ')=n+l] ~k </>x + </>y + </>z Vi ,j,k + <l>x + </>y + ¢z Ti,j,k 
t,J, 
(4.28) 
were 
</>x = - [(aA5x)i+l 3-k - (aA5x)i _l J k] 2' ' 2' ' ( 4.29a) 
</>y = - [(aA5y)i 3-+1 k - (aA5y)i 3-_1 k] 
' 2' ' 2' 
(4.29b) 
( 4.29c) 
and 
</>~ = - [ (CT S A5x) ·+ l . k - (CT S A5x) · _ l · k] 
t 2 ,], t 2 ,], 
( 4.30a) 
¢~ = - [(CTSA5y)· ·+l k - (CTSA5y)· _ 1 k] 
t,J 2' t,J 2' 
(4.30b) 
</>~ = - [(CTSA5z) . . k+l - (CTSA5z). k-1] t,J, 2 t,J, 2 ( 4.30c) 
represent the aforementioned operations. Eq.(4.28) is now reorganized as follows, exercising 
another substitution for convenience. 
(=+l = ) ( )=+l ( / / ')=n+l () Vi,j,k - Vi,j,k + </>x + </>y + </>z Vi ,j,k + <f>x + </>y + ¢z Ti,j,k = 0 (4.31) 
where 
( 4.32) 
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Eq.(4.31) can be cast in delta formulation if the electric potential at the nth time level is added 
and then subtracted; i.e., 
e (vn+1 - vi ) i ,j,k i ,j,k ( 4.33) 
or 
= ( ) ,6.. = ( ) = ( I I I) =n+l ()6. Vi,j,k + </>x + </>y + </>z Vi,j,k = - </>x + </>y + </>z Vi ,j ,k - <l>x + </>y + <l>z Ti ,j ,k ( 4.34) 
where 
= = +l = 6.V- ·k = V- ·k - V- ·k t ,J , t ,J, t ,J , ( 4.35) 
With one final substitution for convenience, Eq.(4.34) becomes: 
= ( = (),6.. vi,j,k + </>x + </>y + </>z) 6. vi,j,k = </>r ( 4.36) 
where 
( ) = ( I I I) =n+l </>r = - </>x + </>y + </>z Vi,j ,k - <l>x + </>y + <l>z Ti,j,k ( 4.37) 
Eq.( 4.36) can now be approximately factored [14] to yield the following three-factored alternating-
direction implicit (ADI) scheme: 
( 4.38) 
which can be split into the following three one-dimensional operations: 
( 4.39a) 
(e + </>y) 6. v**. k = e 6. v* . k t ,J, t ,J, (4.39b) 
(() + </>z) 6. vn. k = (),6.. v**. k t ,J, t,J, (4.39c) 
=+l = = V .k =V- ·k+.6..V- .k t,J, t,J, i,J, (4.39d) 
Eqs.( 4.39) require the solution of tri-diagonal systems of linear equations. A Thomas inversion 
algorithm is used to accomplish this. 
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4.3 Treatment of Block Interfaces 
With the discretization of the PD Es complete, numerical treatment of thermal and electrical 
contact resistances at block interfaces is carried out . Fig.( 4.6) depicts bounding cells of two 
adjacent blocks separated by contact resistance at their junction. The conventions outlined 
in this stencil will be used in the following derivation of the thermal and electrical contact 
resistance interface conditions. 
~I t+ 112 .i,k I 
(1 J (2) 
i,j,k i+l,j,k 
0 0 
(1) (2) 
q l+~f2!,: _~ 
- - - -.: 1+lf2.1,k 
j lJ f2! 
it 112,1,k t+l!2J,k 
~ /J.X I --~ ~- /J.x2 • ·· ... 
.. 
" 
" · 
" " 
Contact resist ance 
'/ 
Figure 4.6 Stencil for contact resistance interface conditions for cells i and 
i+l. The labels (1) , and (2) denote conditions immediately to 
the left and right of the contact resistance, respectively. 
There must be a heat flux balance across all contact resistance stations, as observed in 
Eqs.( 4.40a)-( 4.40c). 
( r,. · -T(l ) ) i ,J,k i+ l 1' k 2 , , 1 - K, · . qi+ 2 ,j ,k - i ,J,k .:l;1 ( 4.40a) 
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( 
Ti~)1 j k - ~+l,j,k) 
qi+!,j,k = /'\,i+l ,j,k 2 ' ' 6.;2 (4.40b) 
T(l) -T(2) 
i+!,j,k i+!,j ,k 
qi+!,j,k = RT 
c 
( 4.40c) 
These are three equations in three unknowns, T.(1)1 . k' T.(2)1 . k' and qi+1 J. k· i+2,J, i+2,J, 2' , Equating ( 4.40a) 
and ( 4.40b) and solving for T.(2)1 . k yields: i+2,J, 
T(2) = T: . _ /'\,i,j,k ~x2 (r(l) _ T . ) 
i+l ]. k i+l ,J,k t\ i+l ]. k i,J,k 
2' ' K,i+l,j,k u x 1 2', 
( 4.41) 
Equating ( 4.40b) and ( 4.40c) and again solving for T.(2)1 . k yields: 
i+2,J, 
RT T (1) t\ 2 c/'\,i+l J. k i+l J. k + T. 1 . kux2 (2) , ' , , i+2,J, 
T . 1 . k = T 
2+2,J, 2R /'\,+1 · k + ~x2 c i ,], 
( 4.42) 
Now, T.( 1)1 .k can be calculated by equating (4.41) and (4.42) and solving as follows: i+2 ,J , 
( 4.43) 
T.(2)1 . k can then be calculated using either Eq. ( 4.41) or Eq. ( 4.42). A similar balance of electric i+2 ,J, 
current is also required across contact resistance stations; i.e., 
[ ( Vi+l ,j ,k - v:~L,k) + S· . (~+l,j,k - ~~tj,k) l J i+!,j ,k = -O-i+l,j,k ~ i+l,J,k ~ 
2 2 
(4.44a) 
[(
y (l) -V:. ) (T(2) -T,- . )] i+!,j,k i,J,k + S· . i+!,j,k i,J,k 
ilx1 i ,J,k ilx1 
2 2 
( 4.44b) 
y(l ) - y(2) 
i+!,j,k i+! ,j ,k 
J .+ 1 · k = RE ( 4.44c) i 2,J, 
c 
In the same manner as before, equating (4.44a) and(4.44b) as well as (4.44b) and (4.44c) results 
in Eqs.( 4.45) and ( 4.46) respectively. 
y (l) = y(2) - 20-i+1 ,j,kR~ [v: . - y(2) + S· . (r . -T (2) )] (4 45) 
i+l J' k i+l J' k t\ i+l,],k i+l ]. k i+l ,],k i+l,],k i+ l ]. k . 
2' ' 2' ' u x2 2 ' ' 2 ' ' 
E [ ( [ E ]-1 (1) _ (2) 2o-i,j,kRc (2) (2) 2o-i ,j,kRc 
v+ 1 . k - {v+1 . k - ~ si,j ,k Ti+1,j,k -T.+1 . k) - v+1 . k]} ~ + 1 (4.46) 2 2 ,J, 2 2 ,J, X1 2 2 ,J, 2 2 ,J, X 1 
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The unknown electric potential V( 2)1 . k can be obtained by equating ( 4.45) with ( 4.46) and i+2,J, 
solving as follows: 
( (2) ) Ti+l ,j,k - Ti+~ ,j , k [a (b + 1) Si,j,k - bSi+1,j,k] +a (b + 1) Vi+1 ,j,k + b\li,j,k 
(a+ 1) (b + 1) - 1 
a = 2a-i+l ,j,kRg 
b.x2 
b = 2a-i ,j,kRg 
b.x1 
(4.47a) 
( 4.47b) 
(4.47c) 
V(l~ . k can then be readily obtained using either Eq.( 4.45) or Eq.( 4.46). Similar expressions 
i+2,J, 
are used for interfaces on y and z planes. The formulation for block interface conditions is 
thus completed. It should be noted that even though the electric potential at interior cells is 
obtained through implicit solution of the governing equations, it is calculated at bounding and 
block-interface cells in an explicit fashion. This has been done primarily to avoid the need for 
solution of overly stiff coefficient matrices that would likely arise from an implicit boundary 
condition formulation. 
4.4 Solution Algorithm 
A numerical calculation block diagram is shown in Fig. ( 4. 7). First a computational grid 
is generated via Eqs.(4.3), and cell volumes and face areas are calculated by Eqs.(4.4)-(4.5). 
The dependent variable space is then initialized. At this point, the algorithm enters a looping 
construct that continues until convergence is reached. The algorithm is taken to be converged 
when the maximum temperature and electric potential residuals reach values below 10- 5 and 
10-8 respectively. The difference in these numbers is due to the fact that for this study the 
electric potential is stored as a floating-point number which is three orders of magnitude smaller 
than that stored for temperature. 
The algorithm proceeds with the calculation of material properties via Eqs.(3.5a)-(3.7) for 
each cell at the nth time level. Next, temperature is calculated for each cell at the (n + l)st time 
level via Eq.(4.25),(4.41) and (4.43). The material properties are then calculated again using 
the updated temperature via Eqs.(3.5a)-(3.7). At this point, a Thomas inversion algorithm is 
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implemented to solve Eqs.(4.39) to obtain the electric potential for each cell at the (n + l )st 
time level. The voltage is t hen updated explicitly at boundaries and block interfaces via 
Eq.(3.10) and Eqs.( 4.45)-( 4.47), respectively. The preceding is repeated for each block of the 
domain. After completion of calculations for each block, the algorithm is either taken as 
converged and results are post-processed, or the cycle repeats until convergence is achieved. 
The numerical solution scheme is thus complete. 
Start 
Initialization 
Calculate material properties 
for each cell at T\i,k for block m 
Calculate ]'n+lij,k for each cellofblock m 
Calculate material properties 
for each cell at Tn+Iij,k for block m 
Calculate yn+ 1ij,k for each cell of block m 
No (m=m+l) 
No (n=n+l) Yes 
Stop 
Postprocessing-
of results 
Figure 4. 7 Flowchart of numerical solution scheme 
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS 
5.1 Grid Refinement 
In any computational problem, a grid refinement study to ensure the numerical solution 
converges to a unique solut ion with t he use of finer and finer grids is of utmost importance. 
Figs.(5.l(a)) ,(5.l(b)) show initial results for a single n-type leg refinement in one direction 
and in all t hree directions, respectively. These results show that grid refinement even in 
one direction alone is enough to achieve grid independence for both temperature and electric 
potential in the lD (h= O mrK) case. 
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F igure 5.1 Results of single n-type leg grid refinement study for lD tem-
perature and electric potential distributions on various grids 
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With confidence in the results for temperature and electric potential, it is tempting to 
call this acceptable and move on. However, since derived quantities that are proportional to 
derivatives of the dependent variables are also of interest, such as heat flux and electric current, 
these must also be considered in the grid refinement study. Figs.(5.2(a))-(5.2(b)) show that 
although heat flux results are acceptable, t he electric current is not converging to a unique 
solution at this point. 
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Figure 5.2 Results of single leg grid refinement study for lD heat flux and 
electric current distributions on various grids 
, 
Until now only single precision numbers have been utilized in calculations. Since gradients 
in temperature and electric potential can take on very large or small values, the electric current 
is not readily quantifiable using only single precision math. Upgrading to double precision 
proves to be a worthwhile exercise. Figs.(5.3(a))-(5.3(d)) show grid independent results for 
obtained using double precision calculations. The results for the dependent variables, as well 
as for heat flux, look just as they did before. It is evident t hat grid independence for all 
variables of interest can be achieved by a fairly course grid. These results are encouraging, and 
give utility for a more in depth analysis that is not hindered by prohibitively large CPU times. 
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Figure 5.3 Results of single leg grid refinement study using double-preci-
sion calculations on various grids 
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5.2 Single Leg 
With confidence in the results, a single n-type TE leg is considered. Figs.(5.4(a))-(5.4(c)) 
show the variation in electric potential due to changes in heat transfer coefficient. The image 
on the right depicts a situation where heat transfer to/from the TE cavity plays an important 
role on the physics of the problem, whereas the image on the left shows a situation where 
heat transfer issues are negligible and the resulting thermal and electrical behavior is one-
dimensional. It is apparent that the latter is only possible in a perfectly insulated situation 
since, even in a vacuum, heat transfer due to radiation can result in multidimensional behavior. 
(a) h= omrK (b) h= 10omrK (c) h= 20omrK 
Figure 5.4 Qualitative behavior of single n-type leg electric potential dis-
tribution as heat transfer coefficient is increased 
In classical situations involving electron flow, the electric current is observed to be "flowing" 
in a direction of decreasing electric potential. Since this situation is of practical interest, it is 
considered here. Figs.(5.5(a))-(5.5(b)) show the temperature and electric potential resulting 
from an imposed voltage drop of 0.1 volts in the direction of electric current flow with varying 
heat transfer coefficient. The temperature difference at hand is 600 degrees Kelvin, with hot 
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and cold side temperatures of 900 K and 300 K, respectively. The thicknesses (envelopes) 
observed in the plots show all lateral (y and z) variation in temperature and electric potential, 
and thus encapsulate the full 3D behavior of the problem in an essentially lD representation. 
Although it is evident that t he temperature and electric potential distributions are in general 
non-monotonic, it is at first not obvious why t his is so. Referring back to Eq.(3.3), the electric 
current is not only proportional to a voltage gradient, but a temperature gradient is also present 
due to the aforementioned Seebeck effect. In addition, the electrical conductivity er present 
in TE materials is, in general, not constant and, in this case, is an exponent ial function of 
temperature. For these reasons, a nearly constant electric current can be maintained despite 
the absence of a monotonic electric potential, which is often associated with electric current 
flow. It is also of note that increased heat transfer coefficients cause temperature and electric 
potential gradients to be less pronounced, and thus result in reduced elect ric current. 
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Figure 5.5 Results of varying heat transfer coefficient for single n-type leg 
with imposed voltage drop ofO.l volts in the direction of current 
flow 
0.01 
Another interesting result is contained in Fig.(5.5(a)). For low values of heat transfer 
coefficient, a peak temperature is reached within t he leg that is greater t han t he maximum 
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temperature imposed at the boundary. In addition, it turns out that heat generation effects 
become even more profound as the imposed voltage difference increases; thus, the ability 
to house large electric currents is heavily dependent on the materials ' ability to withstand 
significant amounts of heat generation. 
As previously illustrated, TE properties can give rise to temperature and electric potential 
behavior that is not typically seen in classical electric current flow situations. One such behavior 
is the ability to carry an electric current in a direction of increasing electric potential. This 
situation is displayed in Figs.(5.6(a))-(5.6(b)). Again notice the multidimensional behavior in 
both temperature and electric potential, but now both behave monotonically. In addition, no 
large peak in temperature is observed here. 
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Figure 5.6 Results of varying heat transfer coefficient for single n-type leg 
with imposed voltage rise of 0.1 volts in the direction of current 
flow 
0.01 
Since, in general, the voltage difference for a given configuration is not known a priori , 
several cases are considered. Figs.(5.7(a))-(5.7(b)) show the effect of a varying imposed voltage 
at the electric current inflow station with a fixed voltage at the electric current outflow station. 
Note that for a drop of 0.3 volts in the direction of current flow , heat generation produces 
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temperatures several hundred degrees Kelvin greater than the maximum imposed temperature. 
This has serious design implications and possible material selection issues. The case of voltage 
rise of 0.2 volts seems to be approaching a limiting case where both heat flux and electric current 
are minimum. Also note that the only situations that can produce monotonic temperature and 
electric potential distributions are those which have a voltage rise in the current flow direction 
as opposed to a voltage drop. This concludes the study of a single leg. 
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5.3 Full TE Couple 
• 
0.01 
It is of interest to determine if a single leg analysis is enough to capture all of the un-
derlying physics of the problem. For this reason, a full TE couple is considered. Table(2.3) 
shows the situations considered. All cases are for a voltage drop in the direction of electric 
current flow of 0.3 volts , and hot and cold side temperatures of 900 and 300 degrees Kelvin, 
respectively. The full TE couple is studied in the presence of an inert gas, with or without 
insulating material, and with or without thermal and electrical contact resistances at junctions 
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between dissimilar materials. Figs.(5.8),(5.9) show the 3D temperature and electric potent ial 
distributions, respectively, for Case 1. 
300 450 600 750 900 
Figure 5.8 3D Temperature distribution w /heat flux vectors for full TE 
couple with imposed voltage drop of 0.3 volts across couple in 
direction of electric current flow with h=Om~~K and no contact 
resistances 
It is observed in Fig.(5.9) that the electric current is flowing through the entire couple, 
as expected. In addition, the temperature and electric potential gradients present in the 
conducting material are small relative to those observed in the TE material. This behavior 
can be partially attributed to the fact that the electrical and thermal conductivities present in 
these materials are two and three orders of magnitude greater, respectively, than those present 
in the TE materials. In addition, the absence of the Seebeck effect in the conducting material 
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means that the electric current and heat flux are calculated directly from Ohm's Law and 
Fourier's Law of heat conduction, respectively, instead of from Eqs.(3.3)-(3.4). 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
Figure 5.9 3D Electric potential distribution w /electric current vectors for 
full TE couple with imposed voltage drop of 0.3 volts across 
couple in direction of electric current flow with h= O mrK and 
no contact resistances 
The above behavior is more readily quantified in the form presented in Figs.(5.lO(a))-
(5.lO(d)). These plots show the full 3D variation, as discussed earlier, of properties in both the 
n- and p-type legs. In addition, the temperature has been plotted all the way out through the 
conducting material and cladding to show the complete thermal behavior. It is apparent that 
there is some behavior significantly different than that observed in the single n-leg analysis. 
Even though Case 1 has no effective heat transfer to/from the cavity, multidimensional be-
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havior is indeed observed when analyzing the full couple. This new behavior is there because 
the electric current is no longer only flowing in a straight line, it must now change direction as 
it flows to align itself with the path. At each material contact point in the couple, the electric 
current exhibits a sharp lateral gradient brought on by Eq.(3.9) , namely the current cannot 
flow out of the domain so it experiences greater resistance in corners. 
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Figure 5.10 Results for full TE couple with imposed voltage drop of 0.3 
volts across couple in direction of electric current flow with 
h= Omi:[K and no contact resistances 
It is evident that the heat generation and heat flux are greater in then-type material than 
in the p-type. This is generally expected because the temperature gradient for the n-type 
material is more profound than the n-type. This reduces the value of the second term in 
Eq.(3.4) and thus reduces the heat flux in the p-type leg. The electric potential distribution 
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in the p-type material is essentially opposite of that in the n-type for every case analyzed. 
The effect of contact resistance for Case 2 can be observed in Figs.(5.ll(a))-(5.ll(d)) by the 
distinct temperature discontinuities at junctions where dissimilar materials meet. The overall 
effect is a reduction in both heat flux and electric current due to diminished temperature and 
electric potential gradients. 
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Figure 5.11 Results for full TE couple with imposed voltage drop of 0.3 
volts across couple in direction of electric current flow with 
h= O mf K and including contact resistances 
So far the full TE couple analysis has unveiled many interesting physical features even 
without considering heat transfer to/from the cavity via convection. Since this proved to be 
important in the single leg analysis, it is also of interest here. Figs.(5.12)-(5.13) show the 3D 
temperature and electric potential distributions for Case 5, where heat transfer via convection 
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is significant. The increased lateral variation of the temperature and electric potential can be 
seen. 
300 450 600 750 900 
Figure 5.12 3D Temperature distribution w/heat flux vectors for full TE 
couple with imposed voltage drop of 0.3 volts across couple 
in direction of electric current flow with h= 200 mf K and no 
contact resistances 
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Figure 5.13 3D Electric potential distribution w /electric current vectors for 
full TE couple with imposed voltage drop of 0.3 volts across 
couple in direction of electric current flow with h= 200 mf K 
and no contact resistances 
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Since comparison between n- and p-type results has been made, and since the effect of 
contact resistance on heat flux and electric current has been discussed, discussion will now 
focus solely on temperature and electric potential in the n-type leg. All other results are 
included in Appendix A for reference. Figs.(5.14(a)), (5.14(b)) show results of Cases 5 and 
6 for the n-type leg. It is apparent that heat transfer by convection/radiation has eliminated 
the temperature peak, caused by heat generation, in this case. Contact resistance causes a 
decrease in the temperature and electric potential gradients which is even more pronounced 
than that seen in Fig.(5.ll(a)), giving rise to even lower heat flux and electric current. 
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Figure 5.14 Results for full TE couple with imposed voltage drop of 0.3 
volts across couple in direction of electric current flow with 
h= 200m[K 
It has become apparent that heat transfer via convection/radiation can deliver a crippling 
blow to the amount of usable electric current capable of being produced. For this reason, a 
fully insulated TE couple is now considered. Figs.(5.15), (5 .16) show the 3D temperature and 
electric potential distributions for Case 1, which is fully insulated with poor quality (r;,ins = 1) 
insulation. The outer layer of insulation in Fig.(5.15) has been removed here so the TE couple 
can be seen, and all insulation from Fig.(5.16) has been removed here since the electric potential 
vanishes everywhere outside the TE couple. 
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300 450 600 750 900 
Figure 5.15 3D Temperature distribution w /heat flux vectors for fully insu-
lated TE couple with imposed voltage drop of 0.3 volts across 
couple in direction of electric current flow with K:ins=l~< and 
no contact resistances 
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Figure 5.16 3D Electric potential distribution w/electric current vectors 
for fully insulated TE couple with imposed voltage drop of 0.3 
volts across couple in direction of electric current flow with 
~ins=l :,'K and no contact resistances 
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Figs.(5.l 7(a) ), (5.l 7(b)) show that such poor quality insulation still results in significant 
heat losses, which has obvious 3D effects on temperature and electric potential. 
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Figure 5.17 Results for fully insulated TE couple with imposed voltage 
drop of 0.3 volts across couple in direction of electric current 
flow with f\;ins = l WK 
m· 
Figs.(5.18(a)), (5.18(b)) show results for Cases 13 and 14, which are essentially perfectly 
insulated w //'\;ins = 0.001. Multidimensional heat transfer effects on temperature and electric 
potential are much less significant here. Figs.(5.19), (5.20) show the full 3D results. 
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Figure 5.18 Results for fully insulated TE couple with imposed voltage 
drop of 0.3 volts across couple in direction of electric current 
flow with f\;ins = 0.001 m~K 
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300 450 600 750 900 
Figure 5.19 3D Temperature distribution w /heat flux vectors for fully insu-
lated TE couple with imposed voltage drop of 0.3 volts across 
couple in direction of electric current flow with K.ins =0.001 ,:K 
and no contact resistances 
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Figure 5.20 3D Electric potential distribution w /electric current vectors 
for fully insulated TE couple with imposed voltage drop of 0.3 
volts across couple in direction of electric current flow with 
K,ins=0.001 ~< and no contact resistances 
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It should be apparent that the results for Case 1 should be equivalent to the results for 
Case 13. These results are repeated in Figs.(5.21(a)), (5.21(b)) below for comparison. This 
serves as a limiting case where a perfectly insulated couple behaves exactly an a non-insulated 
couple with h= O mlf w This also serves as an additional verification of the validity of the 
numerical results. 
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Figure 5.21 Comparison of results for full TE couple w /h= O mrK (lim-
iting case) with results for perfectly insulated case where 
"'ins=0.001 :,K with no contact resistances; both cases with 
an imposed voltage drop of 0.3 volts across couple in direction 
of electric current flow 
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CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
In this study, a hybrid technique/code is developed to study the 3D temperature and 
electric potential distributions in a thermoelectric couple. The couple is analyzed both in the 
presence of an inert gas and in the presence of insulating material. Thermal and electrical 
contact resistances at junctions where dissimilar materials meet are accounted for. Results for 
the full couple analysis are compared to results for a single n-type leg analysis. 
It is determined that analysis of a single leg alone is not enough to resolve the physics 
of the problem. In addition, the commonly made assumption of lD temperature and electric 
potential distributions is insufficient. Results are presented which clearly demonstrate that 
multidimensional effects are present , and must be accounted for. Heat transfer losses due to 
cavity gasses are shown to be significant. It is found that these losses can be essentially elimi-
nated if efficient insulating material is used. Finally, thermal and electrical contact resistances 
must be accounted for, as they can dramatically affect the heat transfer and usable electric 
current for power generation. 
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APPENDIX A. RESULTS FOR CASES STUDIED 
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Figure A.l Results for full TE couple with imposed voltage drop of 0.3 
volts across couple in direction of electric current flow with 
h= O mr.K and without contact resistances 
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Figure A.2 Results for full TE couple with imposed voltage drop of 0.3 
volts across couple in direction of electric current flow with 
h= O mlf K and with contact resistances 
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Figure A.3 Results for full TE couple with imposed voltage drop of 0.3 
volts across couple in direction of electric current flow with 
h= lOOmfK and without contact resistances 
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Figure A.4 Results for full TE couple with imposed voltage drop of 0.3 
volts across couple in direction of electric current flow with 
h= lOOmfK and with contact resistances 
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Figure A.5 Results for full TE couple with imposed voltage drop of 0.3 
volts across couple in direction of electric current flow with 
h= 200m1{K and without contact resistances 
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Figure A.6 Results for full TE couple with imposed voltage drop of 0.3 
volts across couple in direction of electric current flow with 
h= 20omrK and with contact resistances 
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Figure A.7 Results for fully insulated TE couple with imposed voltage drop 
of 0.3 volts across couple in direction of electric current flow 
with ,..ins=lm~( and without contact resistances 
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Figure A.8 Results for fully insulated TE couple with imposed voltage drop 
of 0.3 volts across couple in direction of electric current flow 
with "'ins=lm~< and with contact resistances 
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Figure A.9 Results for fully insulated TE couple with imposed voltage drop 
of 0.3 volts across couple in direction of electric current flow 
with K;ins=0.1 ~< and without contact resistances 
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Figure A.10 Results for fully insulated TE couple with imposed voltage 
drop of 0.3 volts across couple in direction of electric current 
flow with tbins = O.l :,K and with contact resistances 
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Figure A.11 Results for fully insulated TE couple with imposed voltage 
drop of 0.3 volts across couple in direction of electric current 
flow with K;ins =O.Ol:.'K and without contact resistances 
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Figure A.12 Results for fully insulated TE couple with imposed voltage 
drop of 0.3 volts across couple in direction of electric current 
flow with ,.,;ins = 0.01 w,F and with contact resistances 
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Figure A.13 Results for fully insulated TE couple with imposed voltage 
drop of 0.3 volts across couple in direction of electric current 
flow with ~ins=0.001:.'K and without contact resistances 
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Figure A.14 Results for fully insulated TE couple with imposed voltage 
drop of 0.3 volts across couple in direction of electric current 
flow with ~ins=O.OOl:.'K and with contact resistances 
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